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I NTI3ODUCT ION.
,

Kindergarten work. in,Wkt Germany (i.e., formal education for 3- to

6-year-old
children) s changed dramatically-. during the last 10,to 15

. 1yearl. These _chang s can- best be seen in the development, implementa-
,

1 ,

tion, and evaluation of curricula that have been wiAely accepted within the

frame of kindergarten teaching.. in fact, the whole reform movement can

. .

t be described primarily as, a shift. from function-oriented approaches to
A i situation-oriented approaches in both kindergarten and preschool work. 1

1.-- ,.,..
To introduce the following discussian of situation-oriented curricula, it is

.._

first helpful to draw' a contrast between these two very different ap- _'

1 ,

proaches.

A
A Function-oriented Classroorff . y I . \

In the beginning of the 1970s, a typial Protestant kindergarten. r

classroom in Hannover might involve a single teacher-working. with a homo-
. . .,. " .

geneous grouping of '5- to 61-year-olds, Other teachers,..aplay" with a grdup
411:s.. e 4

of much younger children and with another intermediate group. Bbtween. . ,_
-,

these groups contact is minimal. The older grOup of. children is organized

$ by the most able of the teachers, whose aim is to give them serious prep-
* ..1aratidn-for schooling at all cost. )The kindergarten has to work constantly

t
to stem criticism that it is neglecting the intellectual .capacitieS of the ,.

e .... ..
: children: The children must Be readied for learning how to read, write, 1

.
"... . .

.and count. This procesi includes training in.different skills or functions:.
_ . .

motor 'skills,
_

cognitive skills', verbal skills; social s,kiiii, etc. They training
. .

-follov.io operationalized objectivej, ,is a step-byste approach that involves
!

. :

all the children .as a .group, and proves learning' sucdessi by testing.
. . i

Especially those, children who are deprived ,sociall9 and intellectually must
..

i'acquire basW knowledge and skills.
.

. . -' - ..

. ,
.

, - 4'
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Y.
Today, the kindergarten teacher is rorried. Although everything has

been ddne to promote psychomotor skills, some children are still retarded

in their progress. They do not now even how to fold a sheet of paper

' 'diagonally. So the teacher prepares an *exercise on how to fold a house

out of paper, hoping that the children will not only obtain training in

psychomotor skills', bat also concentrate on one specific material. pe
.

sheets of paper are laid out, and the teacher demonstrates hoW to fold

them. Ze children admire the results. Some are ready to learn .1-10w to

fold a how. The teacher repeats thedemonstration step by 'steP. "At

the beginning, everybody is eager to follow, but very soon sorrie children

become frustrated and begin talking to each other. Heinz seems to have

no success at all. 'He destroys his product: "Rats10 he cries. Others

are strugglingut Kirin istniving right along: "I've got it!" sh cries

out. ' Karin receives most of the attention o1 the teacher and the group.

"I'll take this home to show Mom," she, explains. And so the les on goes

on

A Situation- oriented Classroom

By the beginning of the- 1980s, the picture in many indergartai

clatsrooms load changed. A typical situation-oriented classroo in, Garbsen

hearHannover might involve the teacher's; working with a

group of 3- to 6-year-old children. Within the kinder
. -

heterogeneous subgroups of childrenv all .with equal sta
\partof the group leaves to enter Ole first\ grade, an

heterogeneous

rten are three

Every year,

new children come

to the, group... This procedure retains/ continuit from-

There is., contact ariickng the -groups iviith interaction varying
N_

Eath grODP develops/ its ow/ program according to the

year to year.

according

' to interests.

needs
Atv

and the situations that occur; The kindergarten teacher thinks that
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enabling' ,children to deal competently and .autonomously within their life

situations is the most imp
°Ata

h nt learning process ip life -and is therefore

also the most beffectiie preparation for gchool. The training of funCtions
. ,
and skills is limited "to the situations in which these skills are needed.

,.;
Situations' such as getting to know obe another and bane another!s families, '

developing group life, exploring

time outside kindeFgarten, band

surround! gs, dealing effectively with the
i
1

solvi ..problems in the neighborhood are

considered of primary importance. Classroom work is a continuing prifess .

I
!

of social learriing, and criticism that the kindergarten should incorporate '

more direct 'preparation for .reading, writing, and counting is answered. .

..,
i

according to the situation- oriented, personality- centered, approach:. !'Those
7'1

are not the skills we are--Were"-to--teatb-7ret-thW-elbT-nenlarr school do its
_ .. _ . .

job, and we.will do ours," the teacher would probably answer.
.t

, Today the kindergarten teacher observes a scent among the children.
l r ;

The youngsters are role-playing a. situation between a'..iectfrity'guard and
I. 4., , ' ,.

children playing -outside a hOuse. "Quick, let's t*un' away,/' some children
. , f

cry out,. looking around in fear. The child playing the part of the secu-

rity guard comes nearer: i:Damnit, children," he says, "get out of the-.

way. This Is not a playground." He shakes hii fist In the air,, threaten-
'l

ing, .9'11 tell yoUr, paretitsl" At first, the_ teacher is mildly _amused, but

as the children interact she becomes more seriously. interested. She real-
, . I .

izes that this is notonly play; the children are acting out-a real experi-
. ... , Wtr-(", 1 .

ence with a ,security guard who attacks them verbally whenever they-ride
..

their bicycles or rater sk#te nearithe.house. i
_ ... / .

Some lh4*.otos later the kindergarten teachers sit topethee as a team:

They discuss a new' theme, the situation :1'1:laying in tlle NeighbOrhoo.d."

.1 l
. ..
0 ,..

ee.

s

1

.. r-
:

/
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Lots of information

e*periences of

the living conditions

is exchanged: how the parents

visits with children of the" group

within the families, how parents

deal with this situa-

in different families,
.

deal with dangers on

the street, etc. Different* projects follow in the next weeks,, including

mate visits' in

different Thiuses,

the 'families; t pecial excursions to the neighborhood (to

apartments, modern high-rise bulcuing)earms); playing

kindergarten games, at

Slowly, problems within

patents, and

hool fantasy playgs'ound or playhouse).

this situation are dealt with, and the attitudes of

teachers change. The :neighborhood is influenced

to ,mort fully accept playing children; the :situation "Playing in the Neigh-
,

borhoda" is, as these 'kindergarten- mould call it "democratized"
t

i.e., )t -gives way to the needs/ and interests of The children and _their .t
parents). .

4

Obviously, these classrooms,,
e .

Igurr, ;1981, ,chapt. 2 and 3), are
.

4'

described- here ver!ybriefly (see Kolbe y &'
-

different. The_ next section deals specit;
... . ..., .

tcally with tlip following questions: What are the major aspects in the

process of the reform movement? Which different phases can be described
-.

and analyzed? and, How . can the present State of preschool education in

West Germany best he understood? The third secptrn in this discussion
.

then gives an in -depth study of the situation-oriented! approach--its gen-
- -..

- , VIP . -
eral Characteristics afid its 'different sctoolsoUtlining criticisms from both.
within and outside the .education41 community. To answer these criticisms,.

arguments from basic research are addressed in S separate section... .
A

concluding- statement then refutet the essence of the criticisms, gives new ,

perspectives, and stresses thearelevance of the. situation-oriented :approach

for' kindergarten work not only in West Germany but also in similar
, .

dustrializea countries in the east and west and especially in Third:Wald
J t

.1

1

e.
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countries, where the methodology of this approach,for developing the early
.......--.

.
4 childhood curriculum has already met with some success.

... ..

INSTITUTIONALIZED PRESCHOOL EDUCATION IN vitp-r GERMANY:

' : fl-IF REFORM MOVEMENT

I

A
. i

.

$

....... e

.

,
-5 ,

Overview

At the end:,or the' 1960s aid th'e beginning of the 1970s a4euphoric

reform discussio'n was' started in _West. Germany. The primary question
1 .

addressed was, What constitutes the ideal preschool education? 'Educational
.1 r-f

politics had discovered preschool, education:. Several factors had come to--.
.. . .

gether: different interests and ,expectations, sociopolitical motifs, research
t -

findings, and econospic considerations (see 'Hemmer & Obereisenbuchner,
____,

1979, chOp. 1) . It was -felt that each child should 'have 'equal opportu-
,

nities in education, all capacities of the people should be discovered and
.:''

4

steveloped to the highest possible level, and, :perhap most importantly,.,- .. - . .
. ., .

the educational' level .of our industrialized society should be uplifted in4 .

ord to facilitate technological development irr the future. Within this'

dis2Cerssioh, kindergarten teachers, came undbr heavy 'attack. They were
. r;

accused of neglecting the preschool child's cultural deteelopment and
...,

-

4

Capacity to learn. Intellectually demandinb programs, were called for

(see Liickert,. 1974, pp. 1$9 -273). Those parents who didn't accept- :the

authoritarian practices of traditional' pedagogy founded a counte5-institu- -

tion, the Kinderladen, which spread rapidly within the Federal Repubirt
. , .

.4(-Breiteneicher,. 1971.). The Germ'an Education Coundil, while accepting
_ .

' b Ikindergarten as the.beginning level of the educational system, considered
'

: . ..
it necessary to limit kindergarten education to 3- to 4-y.ear-plds and to

. ,
send 5-yeor-olds to elementary ,school (Deutscher Bildungsrat, Bildungs-

..:

kommlisiori, 1970). Many- institutions and Political parties, as weal as.
. ,

. c
- '

-: , .

, -0,
t- -
' '' -:.

al&

I
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ptiblic opinion, supported this proposal. In fact, this proposal marked the
. . A . ,

beginning

childhood

of an unprecedented' reform movement Sillirrithe history of early.

education. The jigroposil did 'not. limit itself to .thee deyflopment
,

of preschool education as A \special academic field, but also included plan-
-

- -
ning, implementing, and evaluating many model projects 'aimed at ,Vfy-r

: , .
...

.
. .--_

ing- optimal learning situations for S-year-olds. Ir addition, this proposal

fostered the development orcurricuium materials, some of which are in use
N.

throughout Germany today. In all three of t4se ar9s, the reform.move -,

merit provided not only the' impetus for scriange but also some sp'egific

proposals for that change.

The hcactemic field. Preschool education in the beginning of the 1970s

was- closely tied to elementary education. Facilitating later schoolwork and

# helping children get a .good, start in school were of primary 'concern, and

this understanding was reflected in the model projects and the kinds of

curriculum materials developed (Belser & Bauerjee-SchnSider, 1972). ,

. Towa\-d the beginning. of. this 15-year reform, another interpretation
.

of preschool education, as ,Ylnstitutionqlized education ;before ,school"

specifically for 3- to 6-year-olds, gained increasing recognition. The

emphasis here was on social education and on the development of social

skills. Because kindergarten education stopped imitating elementary edu-
-

cation and. began to find its own identity, preschool education during this

period becaMe moi4e and more synonymous wit ,kindergarten educttion.

This identity' provided emphasis on the socialization prpaess, a character-
._

istic that clearly distinguishes kindergarten from elementary education

(KCichenhoff & Oertel, 1976).

Preschool education todaisipas ail even larger meaning.' it addressei

the child's total learning experience from tPge beginning of life to the\

a

O
<
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beginnin69 of first. grade. addition, it. includes the effects' of various
,

. . c... , . .

Z

.

. .

ihftiiutiont on yoUng children, interactions , inside and outside.. the family,
i ,

academic disciplines that have a bearing on .preichool education,and other
,

* and .it is

at e a '
-. .

as distinct from elementary education as the fields ,of social workt .

. . ,
educatibn. Presc'hoo ion .. . . .

..'% \ and social, iiveducat is va drscrpline Jri its _own right,
. . .

..7-, 4
.

concentrarng on what is good for children before school age. As such, it
.

concerns 'all educational sciences aid' deals' with the fundamental- questions
V''" V k

Of hclw peop'e learn and begin to develop their own identities ossolapow,

1977). '
l

I

The'model projects. Although one of the-driginal goals Of the reform .

- 4
movement was to draw a new boundary betwe'en kindervorten and elemen-

,
,

----tory school,---the model projects producedri-estilWitiat-Ted-p`olitidians from
. .

',-
all sides to keep the division as it was,.- The first strike in this direction-

..
,

Was the evaluation of 47 projects by .a team of administrators and experts

(Bund-Linder,-Kommission fur Bildungsplanung, 1976). These' projects

* to

explored different settings: specific age groupings for 5-year-oldS
.:

in
-

.
. .

kindergartens,. preclasses. that. included classes of 5-year-olds in ' the t

elementary ,schobl (the equivalent the American , kindergarten), .and,

special programs integrating 5- and 6-year-oldsLi
in the elementary school.

-...4.. . . .

The study avoided a riper decision against. the original . goal, -,indicating

that all *model projects have potitlye effects and that political authorities
,, .

hould therefore ascertaio participation of all children in *preschool, iristitu-\
. .

11(

INP P
ions. While, Such. a result might have indicated' there was no need

.
to change the boundary between kindergarten and elementary -school, a

strictly- comparativ&_study of preclasses for 5-year-olds at school and
,
.

kindergartens with heterogeneous groupings, whose results were' pub-
.

fished later, established. the superiority. of the kindergar"ter) program

/ 4.r
e-

,,

r

r

\
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. .'`,.-,.

over .preclasses (Minister fir( Arheit, Gesuns:Iliei. .
Nodrhein-Westfalen, 1977;/ Stratz & chmidt, 1982. Reversing their ,./ .

earlier position, the Lander (state) governments in West
. _ .

many ()vitt?

the exception. of the city-states) concurred in the late 1970s in t clea-
t

.

4

i Ir

/8

0
d Soziales des Landes

t

sion to keeTear-olds in thekindergartens, which would then-more a
. .

.-A A

more be' reitruc/ red in.-family .groupings. '' The reasons for this altered ..\ l
decision wereth long term intellectual and genetial. effects on children of

kindergarten k and, more specifically, advantagessof social learning ex-
,. .

...Whited by kindergarten children as compared with children in preclasses...
N

The curriculum materials. During' the reform movement', the kinder-
.

garten evolved from an endangered species into a widely accepted tinstitu-^
. ' - - A,

tion for t to 6-year-olds., It legitimized itself as an -institution cleariyi

distinct from elementary school. These Changes did not occur...simply

because of the great number if kindergartens established (today almost all

children of this age group can attend a kindergarIen). A wider under-
,

standing Of the meaning of preschool education and the positive' results,,of'
\ A. -4

the model project4 were also helpful, irf bringing about this new situation... , , t 4-'141 addition, the Success of such prograMS was the resultesult of fundamentally.

new ,insights into educational concepts. Ii, fact, the newly developed
, .,. . c .

materials andand educational' approaches- -the shifting froM function-oriented
\ r .

apPrOaches to situation-oriented approaches hid .their don*uenceswere

the pr
,..
imary r,ea'sons. In this respect, the reform can be subdivided into

- .
.

three phases. .
, . ,

. I
Three Phases of CurriculuinAork . (.

, .., . . .

Phase 1-- Curriculum develo ment: 4,re-valencei of t function- oriented
. -

Y.

.

r
approach. During -the' first half of the 70s, .whentsending 5-year-olds to

.

. Schohl 'Was' being debated in' the ways ou lined atinve initial programs in
,

A

A

V

0 .
..,

.-

i

. . .
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et

,
.

the diffectot Under. concentrated 4on working conditions 'arid curriculum. ..,..
4%. i .

reform in kindergarteis (Arbeitsgruppe Vorschuierziehung, 197. This-
.

was the period of developing new curricula. Building on current theories
. . . .

,
of preschool iducationi kan function-oriented materials were developed

, y
. r

1

(cf. B4Se'r & Bauerjee-Schneider, 1972; Nitz, 1,972). While other ap-
.

.
proaches, were only in the making,. function-oriented., curricula .-dominated

.11f

the scene not only within the mode projects but outside' as well. These'

fOnction-.orieriteci curricula were.inttendecj to teach the child, systematically,

(i.e., by prdceeding step-by-step in such fundamental areas as percep-
,-

.

ton, language, and *cognitive skills) - -W fAct,' in all areas tlherp striLirA:

tional, psychologists felt able to operationalizo instruction, *he materials,
,

-

Were handed outin files: "Trakng in files" therefore became' synonymous

With whatever seemed to .be important in preschool education...

Traditioriel kindergarten work- also continued, but it was perceived as

. mi

having no relevirre. The reaf work, was the daily period of 'training in
..

files. At that 'period, every child in thO' so- called "pfeichool group"
. c .,

within the kindergarten or in any other preschool institution had to part-. .

cfpate. Parents- had to:obtiin information if their child Wa*ill SO, that the
, .

child could do his or her training .in files at home, anct'thi-training int .

files had to be repeated -as many times as necessary.

placed, on mastery of. information and on measuring this mastery through

GreOtemphasi 4lat

.
testing. Preschool education was considered .a necessary. prerequisite for.

- ,
, . 0

. beginning reading, writing, and mathematics in tie first grade. ', But, as
_ . - ....

. . .
can be. seen from

.

produced" serious

the following descriptiojl, these curriculum materials. also
(4,

.

problems. Specifically) these problems centered ;around
*

five Characteristics of.the materials and their impiqmentatioril

: .

12

ed

I O
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.1.. Leaping in; its narrowest: sense is required, lieac
I.

. a ..
%and. children have to assume duties and.ifollow-

.. .

probrim as ,they do at the -elementhry school leNiel.,

C

.lets', arents ,

the ta4dard

/ ".
2. Learning materials are not easilypadapted to playihsy, yet playing

, - . .. .

is 'the characteristic Way in which .children 'of preschool age

3., Achievement' ig stressed,thus Indaagering the.harmonious-devel-
. t

Opment of the child's Whole personality....

The cognitive domain of the jaersonality.receives absolute priority

4

over:the social-emotional and interactive d'omains,, and this em-

phasis jeoOardize's the child's :motivation.

5. There .it virtually no transfer of fundtions, and''
.

skills, from the teaching situation to the real-life situations Where

they are needed (seederiec 1976). r

Before this phase, came to an en;40...and especially since many differ-ent-7
.

school and kindergarten- settings, were included`, difficulties With this

approach were discussed at large. :-Even where highly -structured
.

Romogeneoii 911P1-1Pings, Priority .to the .cognitive domain,. traip,ing .and

learning as a duty for the whole grOup, etc. were incorporated within an

institution, it was not, easy to use function-oriented materials.- Teachers
'1

s _ _.

) and administrators encountered many difficulties'that.could be solved only_ .r. - .

by 'using authority. .

. - 4 -
....

,

Phase '2 =- Curriculum'- implementation:. Prevalence of the situation-
. ..

. _ . .
oriented a : 12E.1,.. In the second half of the 1970s, the 'results of -Work

. .

with models in the .difte'rent Lander were exchanged and tested in a _natiqn-

ivide triai. *prograhit*(B4nd;
'

'or:,Schungsb,Sdertink; 198?)..

-4 4

1-Srider-Aornmission flit'. Bildlingspianung, and.,- . .,. a

'orogr4r;,. a uciici.ie experience. in West

.:,

....° ., ;.. '-1.N . `,,'S '. : ° ", ,..

;,4,1- . .1.A.<4 - - ..
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Germaneducational politics, including. about 154.00 children, \\was charged
-. . . ,

_ -

: ;4:

11 '-
.4

withf biding methods that could be widely used and transferred, to every - 57*.

day.- kindergarten work: The exclusive co\-sceritration of this "program onr.
kinder*arten work, combined with a diminishing 'interest in sending 5-year-

olds to school, made it apparent that the function-oriented materials widely.

, included in the -federal trial program had no chance within the enlarged

kindergarten model group., SpecifiCally, kindergarten teachers, for the

sake of their children,, refused to "function" (1.e., to. follow prescriptions

day after day, to imitate school -settings, to separate children from each
..-

other, and to assign duties to children of this agS). Although function-

' oriented instruction was found to enhance test results at the beginning /f

the child's school life, its effects. proved not to That very long. In addt-,
tz:

tion, the_ overall activities of kindergarten teachers with their children

seemed to be of much- more importance than the training in. files.- And

finally, a_ new approach being widely discussed had .brought out materials
_ .

_ . ..
, ..T.....

that strengthened social learning proceiSes: in the natural surroundings of

the child.

In contrast to the large quantity of function-orie ed materials, devel-

oped Previously, alternative project -materials, -althb gh scar- cely repre&
# .-

sented,. won increasing aeceptance2 As has been brief!), sketched in the

introduction,: th'ese situation-oriented_ materials' do riot concentrate on
. --3,,,, .. :

teaching basic skills or functions. Instead, they dnaw on real-life s'itua-
.
..., . .. 6

tions anLe<1" rich children through multifacetefl edOcational techniques (such
. _.

children

as 'stories; .pictures, role playing; games;. disiustion;. ett.). The teacher

. m,ay"-choOse whatever it appropriate to. the group situation, the .children't

his or her own educational. skills, the firiencialv means- a the
f- -/.

institution, and so forth. The educational proposals
.

are regarded as

4.;

A
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enriching the child's life experiences (and probably those
, . °- .

as weil), 'abilityato manage real-life situations, chance to

of the parents

solve problems

. adequately, and inclination to interact socially: Real-life situations (for

exampit, how to use the television, how to deal with quarreling among

, friends; or' how to begin first grade) are an important part of this pro-

Cess. Social learning is central to such materials, and while the .results of
. .-

such. learning cannot be. measured easilY, in the long run childten profit
, .

personally in terms of their self-cOncept and social adjustment. Self -con-

fidence," social competence, and Mastery .or facts are concurrently devel-

oped. Kindergarten work in heterogenedus groupings profits from this

approach, and in fact more and more kindergartens in the federal trial

program rediscovered the logic of a fam'illy-like 'grouping of childreh

(Almstedt & Kammhdfer, 1980).

On the whole, then, the implementation phase" inadvertently promoted

fhW situation- oriented approach and its materials' all over -.the country-.

Artidies in hakibooks described the new kindergarten as a situation-ori-.

ented institution--(Morsberge6, Moskal, ,& Pflug, 1978). 07
. . . ..

- Phase 3-4-Curriculum evaluation: '-' Acceptance of the' situation- oriented
. -

approacii.1 During the last few years,- those materials that had been
. .- . , .

successfully, tried out on a.federal basis were revised and implemented na-

tionally -within the projects of the different ,Lander. Because only sittia-

6Sn-oriented Materialt had won Wide. acceptance, only tliose materiels were

given a ,chance for 'revision. Three sChools especially received general
1.,4,..... .W4.1.

1
: recbgelitiiiim these .schools have produced materials.' now ready for 'use

.

throughout the 1.980i. First, of :these schools' is -the. situation ,apProaOh,
. ..- . - ...,,

'tharatteriied .by 28 teaching units develqped Under the direction of Jurgen. , -
. -

Avner- (19'73) by a working group in pr;eschoOl education at the German
...

_ .. ..

414*A10.4
A

. :.

.
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\Youth institute in Munich.. Second is the situatiVe approach, described by...-
i - i

,

Erna Moskai .and her.Working grOui, -4. the Ministry of Labor, Health; and
__ -____.... ...___1. ,.......i______:_..1.........,

Societ Order .in bUsseldorf 'in a. set of 6uidelines for i"--15IFriiiing-ptdcOss.--\ ,- i .,ef

in .kindArgarten work {Minister iffir Arbeit, Gesundheit- -und Soziales des
-/ I '

'Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen, 19$3), Finally,, the situation-oriented-approach,
/ ,

developed by the present. 'author: Wend his ...Onlleagues- at the University of
. . - . . . . .

'Hannover (Oertel,' 11E12, 1083)t, P 1 nvides eightAeaching uilitt., Although. .,

, .,-the materialg produced' by these grUp's vary, sometimes fundamrtally, all

three schools emphasize the child'r social' learning and-inake use of real-
,

fife situations in their curricula. . Table, 1 details, the major works. anti

goals, of these three approaches; S. subsequent section _of this discussion
. -.- e .

will be devoted t an in-depth study a the materials presented by these .. ,

The Present State

Insert Tabie 1-about here

a a

- The end of the ivaluatibn phase.has brOught the reforim movement to

an end. Apart from research work carried out on specific questions (for

eNample, that concerning handicapped, children or children of "foreign
. ,

workers), the research concentrated on curriculurh. .,.work 'topped
._ - . -* -; :1-- -s "-I it,K

.-

completely._ While the :new approach seems to be widelysceptedr, li not

firmly established: The, preSent economic' crisis makes it, more difficult to
,.

realite the approach Kindergarten personnel are reduced, more children
.. .

.are taken into :groups, :paid' time for the pipnning of .educational activities
,. =

_Ii.mite, and virtUally no fundi *are available for the neeessary inservice
t,

-training of kindergarten teachers. Higher ,professional sOndards for
-.
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"-kind rgarten ,tea hers are seen 'as being. contkiversial. And, finally, as
..

` 4
I

the /Crisis goes on., !special Interest groups are raising criticisms:

, ; I

.,

---;:.---s---.----7------ --------..IRE.WLIATION-ORIENTED APPROACH
I 14.4.,

Geperal Aspects of {the Situationoriented,Appreaoh , , .

-
1. Althtgigh the situption7oriented, apprdach .Inclaies 'different schools .

''
. .. ., . . ,

. 1

. (whose 'specific cliferacteristics, scientific baCkgrounds, implications' for'

; .i., . ,- i . .

cbrriculiim deveJoi4Ment, and kindergarten institutions are explained in *.
.1 v .

.

Table .1 a
,

'and will* ile dealt with at greater length shortly.): these schools--

7 .
.. ..

ihave certain common characteristics. Am: ong these charlacterilfjcs are the'
,

1 i

following assumptions:

i i
'1. Learning is a matter of experience, especially' in early childhood.....

. _

(cf.' the "learning by. dding" approach of John Dewey). ,The
. . -

kindergarten, ,should therefore be seen and structured primarily.
. .

.

as a field a ,experiences' 'for building a Way of life throUgh
.,.. 1 , . _ . :,...,
- i..

projects, -activities; field trips,etc.

2. Growtkili. can best'. be athieved through everyday life' situations
.

/ ,

inVolVihg .habits-, conflicts in interactions, and "fun,cimental-
1

:/
thildhOod 'problems. 'Exercise's. isolated from real- life /are inef-

.

...
1

14-
-

:

factual: . -

3.. Learning- in reat-life situations means including the whole, per-
' 1 . i - ,

-tonalif
1

ty of -the child. and a wholistic striving for self-coilfidencer
-

. .1-
-

social) coFnpetence, and :mastery of 'facts (Roth, 1911). Th.e child

his to learn to handle situations more and mor.4 indepencentlY
. -

t .

.: /. .
. .

,

"tntet7te participatry bbseniatt n of the everyday. life ofthe
. 1, -/1 ,;,, . '. "' . .... 45. . .

-Child-arid his or- her other acti itles in the -group is..essential--if
d.

7 . the teacher -wants to:1.1se the sitdatioorierited "approach:.

.

' 7=4
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S. Situation- oriented work 'depends on' constant communication within
. ,

the teaching team. Innovative experiences _depend on coopera-'

tion

6. ,6yeryday life in a kindergarten is (lot made, up of a /series of.,
c. .

44.

isolated actriitiers.-----insteadi -it-7-.15--a-'total_,ex0eriende in which

each activity. 'is; carefully planned. td' contribute to' the overall

goal Of rrigking-the child able la act adequately in fife situations.

However, the situation-oriented approach requires_ flexibility on

the part of the /teacher" to' meet the needs and interests of the
.

individual children in;/olved. ...I,

. .,7. Playing and..ledrnin'g can be -regirded as intertwined rather than
. . .

. . i / 7
separated;. the multitacelea , situationi- OT /rale playing and role. .

-,- =--i-...-..: ::.1.- 3- ! --; : 1 -
, .

interpreting Istimulate',,iCienti*V.. formation/ .in' the child (Mead,
, (l . " . : 1_ 1

1668)- . -. -
"8. 'Five "plarana !:instructro are equally impokant .opportunities for

- ...
_leirettng by i."Operierice. ...(xperiencFs with ther_nseiv,s-, other--

chiklreri, andadultsf: w- as w their natural and cultufal
, _.

surroundings, ;may".. hentz-,--chlitiresk learn . to - handle their own

, -

9. ' A fleXibi.e.:4:0436rise. t

situation_s..,,,-

the :sPlOfic.'needs and 'interests of
'"

nece6Sarifir iitcl eked-. in
,, .

pi rtici Otrcirk is neV_en."0"da%ory..

Social z-eautatio'n ems of social, contacts, conflicts in

:ttia:;dr'd9p:;* and soci.g-.,,rCcturest especially in' the immediate
. t ,

enVi'roniilenX),- IS" td.-,thk -situation-orte,nted approaclr.
:

anip
. _ 77: . .

'work canbe. integat Is -general field (Ctertel;. 1977-a,
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grbups -in kindergartens -facilitate social experiences.

As compared with children in horriogeneous groupS, children in

heterogeneous, groups can 'meet with friends of different stages

of aivelopmeht; they can learn (and are stimulated to do soV
. by the situation itself) 'how strongly people vary because the

----variety -1 s-g reate rt-theyca n-Lhel p_ a nd_car_e_for one another; arid,
1finally, they can . participate in the program as they feel com-

fortable. No child is forced to meet a standard set for his or

her age group because standards, if they exist, Ire' not made

explicit.

12. A flexible arrangement of room structures and surroundings can

enhance the opportunities of the children to provide their own

4, 0

experiences.. in principle, every field Of children's activities' t .

can be represented within the Classroom.

13. Equiplment, toys, books,- etc., should always be selected accord-.
Ing "to the general "theme' of activities, peril-laps in cooperation

4

with parents and 'children". Such themes may be.."The Group

Life," "Exploring the Surroundings," " Children of Foreign
,

Workers," '"Children Come to School," and, so 'forth.

"14. Instead of fixed schedule (weekiy, monthly, or .yearly), an
,.open plan clearly oiienteci to the heeds arid interests of indi-

,

vidual.children is preferable.
-90,

15. Finally, the- teacher is not the 01-knowing expert but a partrier
.

. -

-Of children and parents, ready to benefit from their. knowledge,
-.. . . r

thiir ideas, and:...theiri-abiiities to open up -opportunities for
-

learning by eitperiences and .to insure "learning
. a

The situation - oriented` cannot be .Planned only on a day-to-
.

- .. . . . ., , , . .. , -
. , . .

. day basis... lt is .a. :COntiritiing process that star-ts as an idea but slowly
. . .

.
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comes to include all facets of the learning process Step by step, through

3 k .
17

action and reflection, the whole educational institution undergoes an inno-

tivative prbCess. This process can be explained in greaterdetail according

to the different schools of the approach.

Schools of the Situation - oriented Approich , .
, .

lk /
-._ - - - The situation aPlaroach: Starting /with the isocial sciences.

ka
The situ-

ation- approach (see Table 1, first coltimn); initiated' by Jdrgen ZiMmer, is
. -

an original curriallum development--ipproach 'that, in comparison With the
.

.. -1- t/ , ...,
er two schools, puts the greatest emphasis . on the social sciences.

1

. .-
Consulting with kindergarten teacher,s, ;social

--: . . ,..r..
chosenand analyzed children's preseit, nd tutu

I

preSented their analyses, to teachers. The/ teachers have then continued

' .

science. researchers have

re-life situations and have

.
I

.the developmental process by transforming the analyseS into. teaching

units, giving parents and children equal *chances to contribute to the

teaching/learning ,pnocesses: In particula parents and their children are
.):encouraged to .contribute to the choice of analyses and activities,. to help

-;,0

make decisions about educational aims, . and to assist in deter-mining the
'-

concrete parts of the' group work referring to life situations. Through
. . r

. , I . 01. 4
,,

these different projects; specific parts of the social reality (such as pier
.

groUnds, hospitals, and :schools) are .presumably influenced in ordeNto
. -,, _. . i .

mee\childrenis needs' and to facilitate their efforts in dealing Ildequately,,-
/

... -
_ with these., situations. The underlying idle is to open' the kindergarten to.

the comraunity and to democratize ,the community through kindergarten'"441114*-.
. , . i ... .

,s Alikv -

h :a ,

Initiatives: Teaching units may t several months; -sometimes several

unitS ire dealt with at the same time./,
.

In 'the beginning, the situltipn approach_ was directed hirnarily

ni;revvrd the content of the teaching tirocess and.the teaching /earning
I 1 -v.

f- "tm.
,

1 7 ,
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relationship per se. However, during "the federal trial program, it became

clear that' the working Conditions in the kindergarten strongly affected the

implementation process. the model projects utilizing this approach had

excellent working conditions (i.e., two adults in a group of children, time

for educational planning, extra rooms to subdivide groups, educational

equipment, etc.). Adherents of this approadeh therefore, fight for better

working conditions for all kindergartens,' asserting that improved ,condi-

tions will provide better chances to realize the curriculum. Thus, this

approach can also be considered the most politicized 'of the three.

The situative approach: Starting with the socialization process. The

situative approach' (see TabW 1, second column), represented by Erna ,

\.
Mosk and her colleagues, started froM very traditional kindergarten

background and educational planning andbas tried to inject innovation into

them. According to this ,approach, the litindergarten teacher works within

the teveryday situations in the early childhood group (how the children

play/ and what they talk about and look at) and tries to enlarge on these

. activities. Acurriculum, if considered a book of preplanned activitfes,is.

"not necessary. Every teacher has to find his or her own w4.

lometimes this approach is strikingly similar to traditional kindergar-
,

ten work, but the fine examples published 1n literature, (Merker,

& -Blanke, 1980) demonstrate that innoi/ation is possible. These examples
-

lean heavily on the 'play activities of the children. .SituatiOns froM outside

In community seem to be integrated into play 'ntering on storesy
-

S
_banks:, families, teachers, materials., *ltd. Thus, the community can be,
considerkdPto be represented, but no special changes, either in the com-

1 -.
0 ri

inuility -or in the kindergart%n's working conditions or type of educational
-... _--- 1 . . c ;

.plrning,i,are eZpecteci, . -
.

..,..
. -

. . -

t:,

r

21
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The ,federal trial program his 'shown that kindergarten teachers really
.

.

, , . ,
need a curriculum if they.want to function effectively. Without special

.

inservide training, guidelines. are not enough.
.

Althorith gclidelines made it
, . ....

easy to getstart0 it the process of implementing the.situative approach,
. ,

they/ were soon left behind in order to act. and reflect on more demanding

programs.
N.

The sittration oriented appi4ract: Integrating
.

socialization, situation,

and social sciences. t
.
The situation-oriented approach (see Table 1, third

4.0..

coluipn) develOped by Frithjof Oertel end his colleagues at the Univekity

\. of Hannover started as j a mutual exchange 'between some scientists and

many kindergarten teachers. Originally, the teachers were able to

fulfill the demands of social and educational scientists and were dissatisfied
.

with he- scientists' Work, Slowly, front visit to Visit; from observation

observatIon, from one bit of uQit to the nost, a mutual understanding
7 between teachers and scientists was Aeveloped. 141s understanding led toIf

t I\ \k
a curriculum out of which the scientis eveloped "-Niles of reference (the

understanding of social education /the`,thisor/Practice module for curricu-i

lum developrrient, and the inte 6tiOn Of, eurriculum work as .a part_ of the

The. teacMng 'units' per se were the resultsoverall kindergarten concept .

t
of. the teachers!' exchange p cesses, action, and reflection. The curricu-

. . l'

lum was designed to give equal attention to,rtheChild, the thenie (situa-'
!

Von), and th?-4iscipline. ivrfor i was made to ascertain the proper
.. t
balance.

:'t .
-

'4:
. ..
The federal trial program' demonstrated the usefulness of this integra-

tive
.

position joteriels could be revised toreflecf a -greker openness to
. , . .... .

. , .

the 'and flexibility for the learner. The curriculum,. the clivelop-, ,
4

Ment of which is considered; only One part of the activity -of: the tetacher,k,

-/
-01004'

W4:00;44.104,1

T.
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t will not be undemin_ed if_ other aspects .of the kindergartende--notehinge-r---

Although this approach begins with traditional work and with the everyday

situations, that can
,
'be observed in the ,proup.,inhovation within the whole

. . )* .
letting is the ,final goal., The community, cannot be completely excluded

.)
from these changes.

/
1

Criticisms a the Situation-ariente d Approach

Although widely used and accepted, situation-oriented approaches

4

.
have encountered severe criticism from the ":;ery,1%ginning, and the criti-

.

crsm, has increased in the last few years. Some of this criticism has come

from the researchers who introduced these. approaches. Some of the ques-
.

tions raised by suchrelearihers are enumerated below:

1

I

)
1. What .isyrjeknt by the term "situation?"

_

. Can the situation chosen be fundamentally, not only prag-
.

matically, justified?

3. -%Mow far-reaching should the analysis of ,the, situation be?
,.

4. To what degree. is it really possible to allow ,parents -and children

to participate 'in, the process of a nalyzing situations and imple-i

menting situational learning?0 I.
.

5. Are alt, interpretations of situations (for example, "Play§rounds
,

ill the Neighborhood") acceptable?, If not,, homt/ Can the inap-
*

propriate ones be, recognized?

6.. After a careful .analysis of the situation, what should beincluded.

In the teaching process?

7. Can" education adequately answer ,to all the different leAls- of r
socialization that can be found jn a grquP of children?

. How can, gOerally accepfecrovicill goals be managed-to keep the
;

full support: of the group?

,

-ye

4

=
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To what extent .can education really be combined with tht play of

children?

10. What are tie Measurable effects of,. the approach onighildreges

development?

Although the questions have been. formulated, research to date has

discovered only some of the answers, and the funding of yel!arch in this

field has come almost to an end:

Other fundamental criticism comes from outside the ,research com-

munity involved with the situation-orterpted approach. Vase major points
.

have been collected, reorganized, and annotated (Holter shinken, 1982).

The criticisms are worthy of consideration and will be answered point by

point.

Religious arguments. FundAmental criticisms* come from religious
.

educators (Kaufmann, 4) who find the situation-oriented approach
r.

anthrOpologicatiy unso di especially when implemented according to the
. .

situation approach. These critics assert that the overall goals\ of autonomy
..

and emancipation underlying the situation-oriented approach- should be
.. . . .

-/reVised. However, they ai.e not sufficiently including the social respon-/ . .

t,sibility of every individual in a given society, and, in fact, a revision-of

these' goals has been accomplished by the authors' addition Of "solidarity".
----

the overall 'goals. The basic human activity of managing one's situation,

the argumentgoes, is overstressed to the exclusion of culture, tradition,

history, and the 'valeue-bound behavior that is Influenced by these factors-
,

(See -Colberg-Schrader & Krug, 1980). In other words, the human bei

is not seen by , these critics as being as "free" as the situation-orien ed

approaCh
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Regardless of 'their derivation, the overall goals of ituatioti-oriented

approachds and their emphasis on., socipliz tion can be ju

from -brciadec perspective. Learning is funtiamentally s rning; it

is a continuing dialogue .,and an interactive process. l make seise,

therefore, to start formal- education' with strategy that iret approaches

the socializing process at home and tackles real-life

analyses, enrichment,; and changes. DesLiptions.of this process include
.

labels like 44.itonomy," "self-; social, Ind factual co etence,"

fried when seen

ituations--their

-,.. ,

reliance," and so on. It is the social dimension as a gen- al learning field

that Is of concern. This Sefinition of learning has no

actionism, social technology, lack of tradition and history

value questions. There ma

proaches Stem frO-rn differ

Ar uments fromArioci

be dangers

hing to do with

or avoidance of

in these tren s,* but thesie-
t interpretations of learning

I critics. Arguments next co

who are very critical o our present society. ' They

approach- has not develo ed a theory of sciitty. Ass
I

situations shouldn't be to en as final estates that one c

irr order to-manage, these critics argue t at reallkife

general.

e from scientists

int out that the

rtsng that real-life

choose voluntarily

ituations have to be

changed through actions according to a d eloped co rete utopia. Chang-
1 ;

ing one's individual.: life situation, step by step-, doesn't satisfy these

critics. They fear that 'these efforts wi I simply stagnate society at its

present level' (Geulent.,1975). ...
If critics poiirt out a lack of a utopian model /of society iMplicit.in the

.

approach, they must remember that they .have a right to "bilt.e theil views,
0.

but they must not Torce'their own solutions' on all people: H an beings
A

should not be expected to accept' only one perspective. T terpretatiOr

and_ definition of situations and their results require long 'term discus-

'

4.

4

. .
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sions within e erkleamirig Voupt. :Otherwise, teachers, students , AO1.4.--$."* - 1.-...,: 6, _ . - - .. . , ..

.
w...

.

parents would'"be ubjeot to foreign . Ill and would/never become 'self-A , fp .,
. %-

SN. . .

defining humqn beings. Definirr6 processes cannot be predetermined for ' -, 1, . , .
all times,-3and environments; they must be experienced and developed

iry .t .
.

cooperaely The situation - oriented approach is a process approach
...---- ... .

emphasizing methodology_and not content It ,1s, therefore, open to.. -- ; .' - :
everyoneli interpretation. - ,

/ -,t )
,,

Criticisms based on developmental psychology. Other %. critics
i.

(Gockeler, 1981) stress a. lack of orientation toward developmental psy-

chology. They claim that the participation of 3- to 6-year-old children,

along with their pareks,. in he analysis.'of. sknatiok is psychologically
.

unsound,. arguing that children cannot be equal to adults in analfzing

situations. Children, these critics claim, have different views of reality;

it is possible that they would define rea;life situations in ways radically
_

different from the interpretations of adults. However, in kindergarten

2

..i/MMIin I
programi utilizihg the situation-oriented approach; the role of children

. ,
. #

_involockd in analyzing, and developing the situation differs dramati ally from
.. .

the role of-adults/. In their own way, within their level of under tending, '. . . ....... )

children can participate. Admittedly, it is difficult to make socialization
, ,,, . .

processes and educational proposals compatible, as even the authors of

these approaches agree, but it is Worth the effort (see' Zimmer, 1973,

p. 43). 'DeveloPmental theories and empirical datkhave also shown that:,

although, psychologists have been minimally involved in Creatng. the situ -
o 4*

ation-oriented approach, this method floes not demand achievement beyond ,
,

,

. the, ability of the 3- to 6-year-old child- Certainly, participation requires
. .

,, .

interactive capacities leading to the phase.df concrete operatio ns. The

ddvelopment of materials for preschool learning tasks is cent/ al to -this
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-approach, However, a simPliladhe'rence to;;Piaget's approach is inadequate-
'.0,

.. Vfa:'. ,t;zr-%because' egocentrism and sodtej learning seek, tor,be':mutually exclusive. at
1:;.:, ,- 1,.. ' "-it a '. s

,, '

this age. preschool childrenThe development of the learning' -proOsses-,-of
. ,,- .

' has to 'be fUndamentally refined. :, 4.4.,,

,., .
. ... .

cs':Arguments\ concerning Neo - Marxian Influence.
.- . .

Finance, some criti-
5...4... .

actually 'fear a Neo-Marxian influence on 'kindergarten lkirk resulting from -.
,

.'Maier,
i

'almost- the situation-oriented approach .Maier, 1980.. This irrational

Z-

criticism has to do with the orientation of the approach toward PlageVs

findings- that children develop their moral judgments in different stages.
. .

To these critics, this means a refusal of ilassical ethical- thinking within
4:,

the churches, especially within the Catholic church. Criticisms also con-
. .

tern the critical thedry of Habermas, in whici, ethicd14'positions cannot be
.. ,.. .. 1

simply stated by authority ' (religion, church, or party) but must be
.

'`defielope'd through huMen communication.-
moo-

. .

To refute these claims, it 'can be argued that the ethical' norms of any

religious denonlination or 'social group are not lost when children are

involved in'the development of their own system of values. Condemning
. -

this as a 'Neo-Marxir approach .is absurd. 'For the children's .sake, the

perspective of special interest groups must be rejected ,Such views may
4 . ---

be presented, - but,' because the str\tcture of thi 1,.g,, speaking, and
.. ..

acting is not merely 'art Adapting process, they will'691 be accepted.

While space 'does not allgw roj; a sPecifirahsWer toall of the criti-
.. . . .

.. . c.,' .' 4'4,. ''-'fr

cistiis of the situation-oriented approach, it may be noted. that they Ore to
. *--,,4 ..--... 0

tio

some extent self - contradictory. .In asktition, the'setargumtifts are bgund to- .

.4:.pecific dieCiplines100 interests, and in many cases ask-tdo much of the
. _,...,

4 4 *:Q
theoretical ,background and prattical regizatio'n' of the approach-. Ah

. . . . * .... . .
-. , Ivo. ----:".:

problems
.,-

educational pproach can never solve all and be iOceptable.to all

. ..

Yte
.4,1'
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interest groups. HoWever, these criticisms include the main points. of the
.

present discussion of preschool educatiorliri West Ger any and point Out

Some of the inherent dangers.

.11`he next section Will deal .fundamentally With the :scientific back-

ground that Supports the situation-oriented approach. This- background
.._.- . 1, .

kw:T..will make clear that the-approach is es4ehtial for competenceforthation_and
_t . r --I :.. J..

.. ,.

identity development during the child's preschooryearsl. Social learning is .
1

-the-fundamental agent of change ini)the'citildis early development. If this
. . ...,

point can be illuminated; even the most p;ofound scepticism about situation:
4;1._

oriented curricula should tlisaripear.
0

AitGOMENTSFOK. THE PRIORITY OF SOCIAL-EDUCATION.
--

1N4ARLY CHILDHOOD

First argudent: Changes in curriculum development and research

, (I.e.., in applied research re reactions to worldwide' trends in basic re-
. . .

search: The shift, toward situation-oriented curricula from function-
.

* oriented (also, called "discipline-oriented") curricula has been described in_

didactic' literature as a shift toward (a) proCess versus product "orienta-

tion, (b) InterattioniStic versus behaviorisiic learning, (c), teachers and
,....0 . . -..

.

le arners being treated as subjects -rather than objects, Itf) curriculum
. .

deielopment by teachers themselves rather thin by ,experts, .(e)t"deceri-
'.-

tralized versus 'centralized' cledision . making, (f) .context-bound curriculum
.

at qpposed to cui-rictilum 'materials neutral to contVxts, and (g) task- orieh-
. ..- ..-

:_
.

. ,- ; -, . .,
tatiOn rather, than knowledge Orientation. (Becker $c Haller, 1974; Deutscher

- ,. .
.

.

- aildungsrati, aildungskonmission, 1974; .".Thema: Offene Curilcula,!!..1973),. ,
. s% .c...

. .... .. -. : -
4) ', '-t- those. in .W0t *GerMahy.,and .elsewhere who choose'iltUation-Oriented.

I, .*: ..-,' : '. . :- ' , - .-..

A4 . i Zcurricula tWhiCi became. mcfre and more the majority 4osition .in Germany)

alio chOOSe a c.hantilav i- the,-McidAt'atotbask research', They havtrejected, a
Z .

V

a 1.1k
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positivistic or behavioristic positions in favor of relativistic, phenomeno-

logical positions: HUmant cannot be seen as complex machines that can be,

conditioned under scientific control' to the right behavior for the impcove-

merit of humankind. On the ,contrary, Individuals must be seen as active

beings defining theinselves In a continuing interaction with their surround-

ings,
.

thrciugh experiences that forde them to organize, differentiate, and

restructure perception again and again but bring them to no more than

relative truth in the cfrocess (Breadmore, 1980). The situation-,oriented

approach has to be seen in the light :of a tradition that stresses social

learning, interaction, and communication as basic- to learning processes.

Second argument: Redect efforts to describe the development of the
. . .

child tend to emphasize the mutual excliangi of. biological and societal,
. .

factors in development,- describing ,not .only their existence but also, their
. .

intertwined effects at every step of development as well (Peukerf, 1979).

Whenever scientists in West Germany today try to describe' the devdlopment

of the child or even aspects of. the child's behaviorfor.example,playing
.

Hebenstreit, 1979)--they draw. from theories of diff4nt,, origini in order

-to avoid a one-sided picture. Mostly, elements oi"cognitlism (Piaget;
.

Bruner) a9e- combined with those of psychoanalysis .(Freud, Erikson) and

symbolic interactionism (Mead,* Gaffman, ..Krappmann). Parfnentier (1979)
. .

shqws us-some biological tendencies in Freud and Piaget.. He explains that

two extreme posiVons of learning are no longer acceptable: learnin'g as a
,. ,.

process of actualizing a ,g4tetic potential -(as in maturation theory) and.
. .

learning' as a result of inflUentes from outside (as in behavioristic learning
. .. - .

theory). To Parmentier, learning is a defining process based on symbolic
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bAsed on his desire to plroeive the iituation as it really is. But

the reality of the -situation is unknown. You can never grasp a
.

situation in ItselfexOpt from its definition through thethinkz

..--i:t?t::and acting humlan being. Whether .there are situations
;1.

iddependent of "defining" proceises- of the human being' can

never be knoWn by this human being. . . Defining situations,

. therefore, can never be an act of reflection, looking a

mirror. But at the same time it cannot be .a simple projection
.*

either. in both cases the activity of the human being would be

limited to the continual repetition of what already exists, be it

within the subject or in the environment.

ering the pefinition: of a situation as an

subjective,' and olijective moments of ratitx

situation/ thus defined is the expression-

the hu4an being. (pp. '26-27)

Instead, I .am consick

undertaking in which

are intertwined. The

of reality reworked by
Q

7.-"

Learning in itself is therefore an interactive' proceis;, in its fundamentals,

it is situation-oriented social learning..
I

Third argurrient: A critical analysis of theories and empirical data -

concerning the development° of competence and identity formation in early-
,. . A.

childhood shows that the.deVelOpirient of interactive competencies must have
- :

. -.

priority over cognitive and verbal competencies. In, order to clarify the

process, of identity, formation in children, a. brief description of develop-
.

. .

merit 'in the cognitive, languages and interactive domains follows. With .-

I.

respect to_the:-COgnitive laiaget.(1967), and Bruner (1970) describe.
, .

the "cognitie- tapicitiet in early childhood as. preoperational and -rigid with
. - .

respect conteS and. situation.' BUt., the;.

744":,..1A

261mAi.
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cognitive structure of young children. can be Changed, as has been demon-.

-strated especially by kusiian psychologists (Galperin, 1969; Leontjew -,

1973; Wygotski, 1974). Children can partially use abstract thinking, and

,special studies prove that erOcentric speech has the sense of dialogue

rattier than monologue. -Such speech can be seen functioning positively.
- . .

as cognitive self-direction in problematic situations.:

This means that , thinking and control behavior have to be

considered with Wygotski as an internalization of language and of

the control behavior of the language community of the child;

egocentric speech is typical of the transitional stage from

external speech to internal thought. (Peukert, 1979, p. 0)

Speech development accordingly precedes cognitive development..

As concerns the language domain, the 'acquisition of languag- cannot
. ..-

be explained .acceptably as a simple conditioning process (c.f. the dis-
v . , . . .

agreement between B. F. Skinner and Noam. Chomsky at the end of the
No

1950s). Although' the role of biological or genetic determinants should. not

be discounted, language -development is seen today as the learning of
-

complex action sequences that increasingly find verbal expression.` 'Lan-
4fire:gunge cannot be. considered a system of symbols with-_#hich an objective

reality can be cppied; instead, it represents_`a."way,"4" lifer" a "practice
.

through use" (Wittgenstein, 1967). Consequently, verbal acts have to

be seen as actions in situations having consequences. . New research
.

approaches demonstrating thiS understanding shole that the child, from his.
or her earliest attempts at specking," tries to - structure interaction. FOr

-

the child, every.verbal act has meaning depending, on cognitive knoWledge...

Through problerni of interaction,, with responding persons, e- child ,is

fOced tai ,gime_up naiVe routines of interaction and to deyelo syntactical

.

;44-Ig4.,." '
'c 1.1.
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differentiation

years; verbal

(Miller, 1976).. the child between the ageg,ef-6
_

behavior-becomei more and more independent of its context,
, .

paralleling the development of the child's Interactive capacities, and his or

her. insight into different perspectives, on ituations.
_.

In the interactive domain, research into the development of interactive:
competeriCles early childhood clearly demonstrates that the .hypothesis of

egocentrism in early childhood must be revised. Role taking does not

require concrete operational thinking. Although much empirical data

- -explains that the preschool child is unable to clearly distinguish between

his or her own perspective and the perspectives of others, this result

should be interpreted very carefully. A revised model of social Coinpe-

tence, according to Flavell (1970, Shows. that elementary knowiedge of

different perspectives in visual and affective .,perception and experiencing

exists at a very early age.. An individual has to consider- the. perspective.

of other in .order rO- fulfill personals intentions: 'However rose taking

abilities are-u"sed to different degrees according- to the., difficulty of. a task
!

(i.e:, a person may have the competencies but may not neceisarily, use

them). It is difficult fOr preschool children to anticipate, and heed the

fmotione and, perspectives of other Children as clearly as they percei've

their own. An adult can interpret. a child's behavior adequately .only by

seeing the' situation through the *chiltrieyes. Children need- Ad be taught

td actualize and develbp further their capacities fdr changing their. per-
,

spectives. interactive experiences,..thus.have an effect on both speech and

thinking,

'OdUrth- arbuMent: An analysis of basic research in early. childhood

demonstrates that 'social' learning deserves preeminence in 'early childhood
. . -

education- 70., +he fundamental-. areas in early childhobd
- 0 .. ,

. ' .
'

-:
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development, as defined in this literature; include (a) shifting from ego-
_

centrism to sociocentrism, (b) assuring one's role in appropriate age. and

.sex groups, and (c) learning empathy, (Lev 'reflecting on one's own. role

in" relation to others). These steps are all overall goals of social learning.

The prOcesS Of development from a preoperational to a concrete operational

stage in thinking, speaking, and interacting can be seen as a process in .
which,interactive pot9ntialS lead to a differentiation of syntactical structure

and a clearer verbal description of complex situations. lri'the cognitive

domain-this potential helps the transition to reversible operations (Piaget)

. 6 ,and to' continuing decentralitation of perspectives of perception"

(Peukert, 1979, p. 167). - The situation-briented app rOach can certainly
esaid in this process.

. '..
Fifth argument: The structure of intAractii.ee processes in'early child-.....

hood must be set up `in accordance with the overall goals of social, learning.
. .. . .

_ . .
_. . .

Such social learning must, be seen as occurring within a situation - oriented

context: A
1

1.'. The development of the child must be seen as an interactive

:proceis in which the reactions of the child are affected by the

actions he or she has learned to expect 'from adults and the

-actions of adults are shaped by the reactions they expect fiver!

the chi-Id.`
-

2.. The whole personality of the child, in all its dimerisions, must be

included.
.

3. Different stages of development (for which the cognithe theory

of Piaget, if modified, is still the best frame of reference) must.."
. , .
be taken into account-by the teacher.,

'f-

"'
C .

,PY.0
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Learning must be irit rpreted as a dialectical process that neces-

31

sitates continual restructuring of the thinking --process in the

attempt to coin with problems. Educational. processes and pro-
'

grams. must be shaded hi order to envision the child today in
, .

.terms of his or her potential for the future. .

. 4. .

CONCLUSION

Preschool, education in West Germany
_

can be seen .in terms of several__._

perspectives resulting from Various aspects of the reforrr( movement dufing

the last 15 years. The present situation of the' kindergarten, which-

serves 3- to 6-year-old children, can be best demonstrated In the develop-
.

mint, implemenitation, and evaluation of its programs. ahree stages of
i

development !' have 'been described, and today's"' predominant situation-
I .

oriented approach has Seen characterizild and illustrated through descrip-
.

Von of its/different schools. *-
. .

s
.

Thi7, approach aQd 'its 'instructional materials have legitimized. pre-
': . 4,1:-

school education- as an 'academic field and given it an educational perspec-
,

thie it its own right. .. One hope's, that this bodes well for preschool
,, .

educ tion in the 1980s.' Criticism of Ple.. approach, mostly the result of'the
..

eco mic crisis and political conservatism, cannot stand up to,.research
,...4",4fin inOs. . The, basic priciples of the situation-oriented approach have

bjen justified. scientifically. After years of applied "researchdevelopment,
< . .

, ..

. , ,

plementatIon evaluation,, and revision of educational concepts and mate-

rials --the

..-2,

:.
rials--the approach is -now ready. for .Worldwide use. Its materialt are

appropriate for preschool institutions in any country with an industrialized
.

society similar to' Wett Germany's. In theory 'an-d practice, its methodology

may be Used for curriculum development throughout the world.

7
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Mead, G. H. (1968). Geist Identitat nd GesellsChaft .[1111nd, self, and

1society]. r'ankfurt: Suhrkamp ;Ve ad-

H., Using, B. , & (1980). .Spielprozesse,im Kinder- -

garten [Processes cf playin 10 ?' early childhood]. Munich: KOsel

Verlag.. .* ,..
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Miller, M. (1976.). Zur Logik der frOhkindlichen Sp.t rachentwicklung.,:
. Empirisch Untersuchthig und Theoriediskussion [The logic of Un--,-
:

,
1guage deyeiopment ino early childhood/ An empirical' study and dis-

, . .. . ,

.cussion of thebryl. Stuttgart:. -ErnsiKOtt Verlag.-: ..-

. . Minister fiir ,ArbeV Ges'undheit und Soziales des Lande; Nordrhein-
/

.

. Westfalen. (977). Modellversucli_l 0-1975. Abschluaberich't [Mode!'
"'7,-

4.

4.

0

project 1970 -1975. - Final report)» seldorf: Author. .
Minister fiir Arbeit, Gesun.dheit und ' oziales des 'Landes Nordrhein-

Westfalen. . (19p)% Arbeitshilfen zur Plariund der. Arbeit im

Kindergarten [Aids for the 'planning of kindergarten world], (rev..

ed.).;Dusselddrt: Author.

Morsbergeil, 'H., Moskal, 8i Pflug, E. (Eds.). (1978). Der Kinder-

_barten . Handbuch fiir die raxis in cirmi 135nden. [The kindergarten.

Practical handbook in t ree volume*. Freiburg: Herder Verlag:
. .

isitz,. Chr. (1972). Praxis der VOrschulerziehuna .[Practice of preschool.
edUcntion]. (Vols. 1-2). Wolfenbettel, West Germuy: Georg

.
Kallnieyer Verlag. ..

.- ,
Oerter,F". (1976)e Bemerkungen zu einigen AnsStzen yorschutischer

.

,.. CurricUlu entwicklung im Bereich Bewegutig ztef rnlung/Sport, [Co-
g, t. .

_ .
ments n some approaches to preschool currics.11tim development in the

. r. - ,
. . .

field of movement educatiori/sportsl. Sportunterricht, 25, 37:41... .- .

Oertel, F. (1977-n). Konflikt, Konflikterziehung [Conflict, conflict-edu-
, . .

'cation] (Vol.. 2, pp. 180-183). In H.' ilanbach1(Ed.), Worterbuth der

Radatbgik (3 vols.),'[DictiOriary of educational science ] . Frieitvtgc113 :

.1
0

Herder, Verlag:

pertel., 6977-0. SozialertiehUng iSocial education) (Vol. 3, Pp.,1657.

167), In Ho Romliach (EcO, Worterbuch-der.Paciagogik (3 vols.0

, , L4Dictionary Of educational Science]. Freiburg: Herdtr Verlift*
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Tabiel .
.

1
Pet

Schools of the Situation-oriented Approach

I

.

.
Type 4, Approach Situation Approach Situative Approach Situation-oriented Approach

1. Acithor and

developmental

group

F .a;

_Jurgen Zimmer and the ; Erna Moskal, in con
O

. Working roup in rescliool with a mixed working

action Frithjof Oertel, and his co-,'L

. workers- W. .Dicharis, S.

Education of the German group of the Ministry

Youth Institute at,Municht, ofLabor:, Health, and

composed for-. .several yOrs -Social Order at

of about 30 experts in the
1

field and kindergarten

teachers and social:_educa.'
... 7 ..,-

--tors of Hesse and Rhineland!4 . .

.,--;P-filz.
,

.

Dusseldorf in Nordehein_-

Westfalia

e

Title- ci

Bose, R.-Chr. Bracke, R.

Beihrien-Enderie M.

"Dedekind, H. L.,Fichtner,

A. Gerke, and W.

Liekgfett, in cdoperktiOn

with kindergarten teachers

-and social educators of

LoWer Saxonr-a project,,.
carried throLigh at . tke-

-University of 1-annover4f

... ).
._

materials'.: ''CUrriCulum Soziales Lerhen, . Arbeitshilfen Air Planung tiementare Sozialerziehung:

:! "bidAktische Eirtheiten fur der*Arbeit im -Kinder- Prixishilfen fur dep. Kini-

; 45

ba

rra_

AI:41-ttrt4k5041:
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Type of Approach.

a

Situation Approach Situative Approach . Situation- oriented - pProRch:
«.

den Kindergarten [Social

Learning Curriculum.

garten [Aids for the :dergar:ten-1-.EleMentarY_---.

Planning of Kindergarten Social--#817-atibn:-1-141ctice

Teaching Units fiir Early .Worlq. (Minister fqr

Childhood Education]. Arbeit; Gesundheit and

(Arbeitsg rupPe Soziales-ces-Landes Nord-

Vorschulerziehung, -1980). rhein-Westfalen, 1983).

Aids fqr-:Ki-nder -aPteh."':
..---

Viorkr. (tertei 1982)

KbnZept

mentarer_:SOzialeritehiing.;

Materialien fur. dietiAus--

und For.tbildu_ng scler
-

Erzieher [Concept and

<Methoceo-f-EierfiehtarY

Social Education: Mate-.

riais for_ the Training\* of

Kiridergar:ten. -Teaches]

:7- (o. eet0 - 1983).

L



Type of Approach Situation Approach Situative Approach Situation -oriented Approach

3. Main content 28 units dealing with sub-

jects such as television,

handicapped children,
-

children of ilreign

workers, children 1h- the

hospital, etc. Units

are subdivided into intro

dUctioh materials to
o

analyze the situation,

educational proposes,

cooperationof- parents
/and otter adults, and

use of didactic

materials,,

.'V

8 chapters and 3 appen-.

.dices.. Chapters include

"Kindergarten as an

Institution in Its Own

Right" "Planning and

Evaluation of.rEduca-
t

tional Work," "Methods

andOrgenikati nal

Structures Ec4cational

Work," "Tasks and Forma.

of Work with _Parents,"

"Teamwork," ."Materials

for Kindergarten Work,"

"Children In Specific'

tituations,"' and. "Coop-

8 units, including., 'Enter-

ing Kindergarten," "We

Get 'to ,Know each Other,"

"The Kindergarten 'Group," .
.4. .7

"Ei/erybociy, Hasa Family,"

"Eicploring -Our SUrrOund-'

ings," "What We Do Outside

of Kindergarttn time,"

"'People Mere and in Other

Places," and. "We'll Go to

Firs .Grade." Units_ 110

Clude general for

planning-, 060-Vag 1 for

pratticelWork, and hints

'on other materials



r -fir
4,

'
#11.

1

- 4, Z. - '
4

t.

Type ofApproach
0:
I;

Situation Approach SituatiVe Approach Situationornted Approach

t

eration with the Primary

School and Other Educe-

tiogal lhstitutions."

Appendices include

"Fundamental .perspec-,

tivea in Education,"

"Prescriptions of the Law,"

and "cOntributions of 4

the Institute-Of Social_

u

tune books, stories, play

materials, handbooks' for
.

kindergarten teachers,

etc.).

ccotn-

Arature

releVant

17 situation Thins Aciaccom-
, ,

7 ."

.15? -dif:ferent_tetchjng, 1,

Zimmer (1973),

A. rbeitsgruppe:Vorschtiler-

zieraing*(197471970):, -.and

Merker, ,Rasing, and

Blarike *0940.1:

Film on conflict education.,\ .,

at -the presEliool , level

(brochure,- '2 x. 2 slides,

and "cassette),. Also

KekhenhOff: and .0ertel
4. .

A

.
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Table 1, p. 5

Type of Approach Situation Approach ' Situative Approach . Situation-oriented Approach

Colberg-Schrader and

Krug (1977., 1980$.

(1976), Oel-tel (108)

5. Target group . PrimaHly kindergartens

and training institutes.

Primarily all kindergar-

tens and triini6g in-

stitutes in Nordrhein-

Westfalia

Primarily the individual

kindergarten teacher and

social clucaters, person-.,
nel of training Institutes,

and preschool experts. 46,

6. Educational aims

and oferall goals

for the child
1

AutonOmy and competence

(solidarity), capacity to

manage life situations in

social contexts.

Self-confidencek communi-

cation skills, discovery

and understanclingwof'

one's Surrbundirw,
*

arti-

cu management

of changing fife sitisa-
. .

tions.

Self competence, social

. competence, and; factual

competence (a rcoMpeteiice

set); developmefitilof fors'

. of social contact; resolution:

of conflicts; understanding
1

of sacietal structures in

A

_
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'Table

, .a

I, P- 7

.

Type of Approach

- ,

t
Situation App roach Situative Approach

F

Situation-oriented App roach

'Process of

W. ., ' -

te;19..

', Choice and :anlysis bf,

pre4ent and future real-:
a.

'11fe situations by research-
_

eri`and Others invOr010;

. :Observation andits_

'continJedanalys1s of.

,situations; resulting

imMediale Changed:-. Iink-
.

°structuring -defining

.themes, :de-yeloping

themes according to

learning' fields.

-" age-!betWeeh: spew! learning_ _

. '': 5, 5

t .1 ;:
l'it

itt"-:47.74,*
---

and . tedfinkal skills. within,

%this. procesii- :Cooperation.,, . - '1:
. -.. among - parent an defining: --;:

-...;4.47 ;. 7 -
gOals:analyzing,sitilatiOnSt-
. . . . ,

-** - . -: .

-

. ._

:--
'Choice of situation .amo- ng,

the: leaching -group .(Obe-w-'.. .

servaticirfe.'a-nct. ft:011ection of 4.--:

information), analysis of 4
Cz_

the_ (documenta
.

tion and judgment), decl-

-sions 'about relevant, aims, .

methOdoi-Ogjeal orientation, -

-

evali.iation following

-implementation.-

. . . - 7 . -;

;
.c,"; :

"
- - ' -...learging:,Proces,"ses:44.-. Mutual . . - .

*"
. of parents). . !

-

"""::

- :"L,1

;.":7
S.

- 112b



Type of Approach Situation Approach Situative A6prOach Situation-priented Approach

teachers, and children for

close contact between kirt-'

deriirten and community.

Project-history 1971-75:- Development 'of; 1974: Publication of
sz

t.:1

materials in Hesse and

Rhinelandfalz.

1976-78/79:t. Federal' trial

program, iniludihg the_

4, 9. participating !Antler.

Formation ofspecial

evaluition group for the
. ,

materials.'

1970 -11: Prepatory stage

1972-75: Development :of

1976-78/79: Federal trial materials in Lowetaxony.
-e

- program in 8 Lander. 416-78/79: . Federal trial

Specific evaluation of . program- in 7 ander.
- .

materials by an internal

evaluation group. Revi- Lower Saxony..-.

siorrforc. use in, the

program. 1,91i4:1$

197940:. Revision.:

.Specific .eveltiationIn

Revision.

4.
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Table 7, p. 9

. `.Type of Approach Situation Approach

`.

Situative Approach Situation-oriented Approach

10. Scientific

backgrOund and Freire. .Reaction

against funCtio,n;- and .

.

Robinsohn, DeWey,

11

iiii4iscipline-w oriented

approaches and tradi-

tional kindergarten work.

Reaction against functim-

orianted approaches,

subject orientation, con-
-.

tent orientation; but -also

.,against too' much action

in the clasSroom.

Roth, Hentig, anti '.the new

social studies in the 'United

-States. "Reation . against

systematic learni?ig in

preschool education and

traditional social education._
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